ABSTRACT
The contact scheme complexity of Boolean functions has been studied for a long time but its main problem remains unsolved: we have no example of a simple function (say in NP) that requires ~(n 3) contact scheme size. The reason is, perhaps, that although the contact scheme model is elegantly simple, our understanding of the way it computes is vague.
On the other hand, it is known (see, e.g. [2, 3] ) that the main tool to reduce the size of schemes is to use "null-chains", i.e. chains with zero conductivity.(These chains enable one to merge non-isomorphic subschemes). So, in order to better understand the power of this tool, it is desirable to have lower bound arguments for schemes with various restrictions on null-chains.
In this report such an arguments are described for schemes without null-chains (Theorems 1-2), for schemes with restricted topology of null-chains (Theorem 3), and for schemes with restricted number and/or restricted length of null-chains (Theorem 4).
In all these cases nearly-exponential lower bounds are established. Finally, we prove that null-chains do not help at all if schemes are required to realize sufficiently many prime implicants (Theorem 5).
PRELIMINARIES
We deal with the standard model of contact schemes but we need some notations. Fix some set of Boolean variables ~+ {x 1 ~-. = ,...,X } n and t h e i r n e g a t i o n s ~-= { m X l ' ' ' ' ' m X n }" The e l e m e n t s o f ~ = ~+ U ~-are called c o n t a c t s A contact scheme S is a labelled digraph with two distinguished nodes (the source and the output), and edges labelled by contacts. The size of S, size(S), is the number of edges in S. A chain is (a sequence of edges in)a path from the source to output. A subchain is a subsequence of (not necessarily consecutive) edges in a chain. A cut is a minimal set of edges which contains an edge from each chain. We will often identify a chain [cut] A with the set A ~ ~ of contacts it consists of; the current meaning will be clear from the context. 
